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C-SPAN Bus Tour Makes a Stop at Pacific

Photograph by Patrick Giblin

Andrew Mitchell

pomp. Tonight the school will
be visited by political analyst
Morris Fiorina, vihose lecture
Mirroring the excitement on campus will discuss issues
and frenzy of the 2008 of disconnect in the electorate.
presidential race, the University
To augment these events
of the Pacific has h a d its share o f , with an informative review of
publicity and visits. Earlier this the presidential race was the
month, short notice was given "Road to the White House"
for a visit by former President bus tour, run by cable'network
Bill Clinton. The University had C-SPAN. The bus came to
two days to work the logistics campus last Thursday, February
of security, presentation, and 21, and parked between the

News Editor

library, Knoles Hall, Anderson
Hall, and Southwest.
The 45-foot long elections
hub, which appeared akin to
a campaign bus, was open for
the public to tour. Inside was
an interview room, replete
with cameras and monitors,
and a long couch used for
presentations. Twin monitors
faced the couch, playing past
coverage by C-SPAN of
interviews, campaign stops, and

Congressional deliberations.
"We want to provide a
window for government,"
said
C-SPAN
marketing
representative Erin Patton,
referring to C-SPAN's goal.
"We try to be very fair and
objective."
The C-SPAN bus tours
travel to campaign events,
high schools, and universities
closely following events of the
presidential race. There are two

ASuop President One of the
Top U.S. College Students
CristvYadon

third teams to form the 2008
All-USA College Academic
Team. This program honors
Joshua Foster, the current students who have challenged
president of ASuop, has been themselves, excelled in their
named a member of the third studies, and successfully used
USA Academic Team by USA their academic and other
Today. The academic teams intellectual abilities outside of
comprise a list of the 60 most class to benefit their schools,
outstanding
undergraduate communities, and
society.
achievers in the country. Only Students are nominated for this
two students from California honor by deans, professors,
universities were chosen.
and college presidents.
The team members were
Josh Foster is a senior
announced in the February 14 majoring in economics and
issue of USA Today. Twenty . plans to pursue a master's
students were selected by the degree in economics after
judges for the first, second, and graduation in May. He hopes

Staff Writer

to enter a career as a
political or public policy
consultant. Outside of
academics, Foster is
a member of and has
served as president of
Pi Kappa Alpha and
is currently the ASuop
president.
Last
year
he
Photograph courtesy of http://pacific.edu
presented research on
ASuop President Josh Foster has been
honored by USA Today.
the relationship between
agricultural
subsidies
college career," Foster said of
and
labor
migration
at a national conference for the achievement. "If it weren't
for all the opportunities Pacific
undergraduate research.
"It really brings together all has given me, I don't think I
that I've done throughout my would be a part of this."

buses making this trip, one of
which has been in California
since
"Super
Tuesday,"
February 5.
At some stops, C-SPAN
takes the opportunity to
interview students and see
how politically active collegeage voters are. The bus usually
averages 200 student visitors
per stop, a good number
according to Patton.
See C-SPAN, page 3
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UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
February 17 to 23, 2008
WARRANT ARREST
PACIFIC AVE
2-17-08
Officer conducted a traffic stop
and learned the driver had an
outstanding
warrant.
Driver
was arrested at 1:47 AM and
transported to the county jail.
FIELD CHECKOUT
LOT 7
2-17-08
Officer conducted a checkout on
a parked vehicle. Officer reported
a male subject sleeping in the
vehicle. Subject was advised.
ANIMAL
MONOGAN HALL
2-18-08

Officer responded to a report of
a bat that flew into the building.
Officer was able to assist with the
removal.
TRESPASSING
LOT 10
2-18-08

Officers responded to a report
of a suspicious male loitering in
the area. Officers contacted the
subject add determined the subject
was trespassing. Subject was cited
and released.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
DAVE BRUBECK
2-19-08
Officer viewed a subject dumping
cans out of the garbage. Subject
ran into Southwest Hall. Officer
was unable to locate the subject.

FIELD INTERVIEW
PIKE (PARKING LOT)
2-19-08
Officer conducted a checkout
on two male subjects in the area.
Officer learned one of the subjects
is a registered sex offender. Both
subjects were interviewed and
revoked from campus.

Copy Editor

University of the Pacific
has been recognized by the
Corporation for National and
Community Service (CNCS)
and has been added to the
President's Higher Education
Community Service Honor
Roll. The President's Honor
Roll is the highest form of
recognition
available
for
universities
displaying
a
commitment to community
service.
Pacific's focus on
service
to
underprivileged
youth and outreach programs
in the city of Stockton and
other Central Valley locations
led to the CNCS accolade. This

SUSPICIOUS PERSON
WILLIAM KNOX
LIBRARY
2-21-08

SUSPICIOUS PERSON
MCCAFFREY CENTER
2-19-08
Officer responded to a reported
of a male subject asking for money
in the area. Officer contacted
the subject and revoked from
campus.
SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
QUADS
2-19-08
Officers responded to a report of
a male subject in the area cutting
the bike chain. Officer made
contact with the suspect. Subject
was interviewed and released. Bike
was not stolen from the area.
WARRANT ARREST
PACIFIC & KNOLES
2-20-08

Officer conducted a checkout on
three subjects in the area. One of
the subjects had three outstanding
warrants. Subject was arrested at
11:49 AM and transported to the
county jail.
ATTEMPTED THEFT
UNIVERSITY CENTER
2-21-08

Pacific Recognized for
Service to
Community

NiCOlle Matthews

At 7:14 AM, a jogger returned
copper fitting found in a box
belonging to the construction site.
Officer initiated a check of the

is the first year Pacific has been
listed on the honor roll. While
all three of Pacific's campuses
have
strong
community
service programs, the CNCS
based its commendation on
the programs in effect at the
Stockton campus.
"One of the University's
core values is community
engagement,
demonstrated
through
the
dozens of
community-outreach programs
offered to the region," said
Dr. Elizabeth Griego, vice
president for student life at
Pacific. "This honor - goes
to the students, faculty and
staff who spend hundreds of
hours each month tutoring
See SERVICE, page 4

Officer responded to a report
of a suspicious male subject in
the library. Officer made contact.
Subject was interviewed and
revoked.
SUSPICIOUS PERSON
CALAVERAS &
PERSHING

Photograph courtesy of http://www.lol.org.UQ

Bon Appetit will be implementing a more environmentally conscious
food program for Pacific's dining facilities.

Pacific Goes Green
Christine Le

Copy Editor

2-21-08

Officer reported a suspicious male
in the area. Officer contacted the
subject. Subject was interviewed
and
released. Officer later
determined the subject was in
possession of stolen property.
ALCOHOL ARREST
GRACE COVELL
2-22-08

Officers and medics responded
to a report of an unresponsive
female. Medics were cancelled
since the female was intoxicated.
Subject was arrested at 2:02 AM
and transported to the county jail.
VANDALISM
PACIFIC AVE
2-22-08

Officer responded to a report
from SPD of vandalism/tagging
in progress at the bridge. Subjects
were no longer in the area.
FIELD INTERVIEW
CALAVERAS BIKE PATH

By Fall 2008, with the
opening of the new University
Center, University of the Pacific
will be "Going Green," a policy
that will make the campus more
environmentally friendly by
implementing sustainable food
practices for all on-campus
dining services.
Pacific has been selected
by Bon Appetit food service
to be one of eight leadership
institutions in the nation that
uses sustainable practices in
food services. The University
intends to strengthen these
practices with the "Going
Green"
program,
which
will mean buying fruits and
vegetables that are fresh,
seasonal and grown from
local
farms, instead
of
those imported from other
countries.
"Eating
local
food
lessens our consumption of
food transported from other

countries, meaning we'll require
less fossil fuels that airplanes
emit to transport food here,"
said Dr. Elizabeth Griego, Vice
President for Student Life.
"This decreases our carbon
footprint, which is the idea
of how much of our earth's
resources we use as consumers.
Our commitment is to be good
world citizens by being mindful
of our impact on the Earth's
resources and by doing our
part to use sustainable food
practices that will assure that
resources we take for granted
now will be around for our
children."
Besides produce, Pacific
will purchase all bottled water,
coffee and beef from the U.S.,
and as much as possible from
the San Joaquin Valley. There
will be more emphasis on pork
and turkey, with beef being
incorporated in foods such as
burritos and meat sauce. As
much as possible, beef will
be purchased from free range
See GREEN, page 4

2-22-08

Officer conducted a checkout of
a male subject in the area. Subject
informed the officer he was on
active parole for burglary. Subject
was interviewed and revoked.
CASUALTY
SOUTHWEST HALL
2-23-08
Officers and medics responded to
a report of a male subject with a
leg injury. Subject was transported
to a local hospital via ambulance.

(Setting that extra unit is easy
with NEW Online Courses!
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VANDALISM
CALAVERAS LEVEE
2-23-08
Officer conducted a checkout on
two male subjects on the north
side of the levee. Both subjects
were arrested at 3:25 PM for
vandalism.
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Morris Fiorina Speaks C-SPAN, continued from front page
At Pacific Tonight
fimirtnee Coburn
Staff Writer
Best-selling
author and Political
Science Professor at
>tonford University
Dr. Morris Fiorina is
scheduled to lecture
it Pacific tonight.
The speech is . tided
"Disconnect:
The
Breakdown
of
Representation
in
the United States."
Fiorina is the first
guest
lecturer
brought to Pacific
bv the honor society
Phi Beta Kappa.
Photograph courtesy of http://pacific.edu
His
lecture
Best-selling author Morris Fiorina will be holding a
topic will follow the lecture tonight in the Presidents' Room at 6:1 5 p.m.
subject of his book
Culture War? The Myth of a
Polarised Electorate. Fiorina will
discuss how Americans hold
moderate political opinions,
but are forced by special
interests and the media to
choose one side or the other.
Special interests and the media
present political views in terms
of 'us' versus 'them' according
to Fiorina.
"Morris Fiorina was one
of the first political scientists
to comprehensively debunk
the popular assumption that
the

American

was becoming increasingly
polarized over hot button
political issues," said Dr. Jeff
Becker, a Political Science
Professor at Pacific.
The lecture will take place
in the President's Room at 6:15
p.m. A reception will begin at
5:30 p.m. prior to the event.
Do not miss this exciting
opportunity to hear such a
renowned political analyst's
views on issues that are
timely and bode significant
consequences.

electorate

I've spent most of my
time going to colleges and
high schools," said C-SPAN's
Vanessa Bailey, also a marketing
director,
underscoring
the
extreme interest in the race by
younger voters.

Visitors to the buses have
included
Republicans
Mitt
Romney and Rudy Giuliani.
Even spouses find themselves
attracting the cameras of
C-SPAN. During the Iowa
caucuses, Elizabeth Edwards,
wife of former Democratic
presidential candidate John
Edwards, actually went to the
bus with her younger children
to take a break from the
crowds. Patton described the
friendly manner of Edwards
as she recuperated from the
ubiquitous throngs of people.
"You
have
a
new
appreciation
for
what
candidates do," said Patton.
"It's so exhausting."
The bus also follows these
candidates as they make stops
in diners or coffeehouses.
C-SPAN will arrive 20 minutes
early to film the restaurant and
convey the atmosphere. The
candidate then enters, orders
food, and speaks with diners.
C-SPAN cameras will continue
to roll as the candidate leaves
and people resume eating.
Capturing the entire event gives
a complete presentation of the
visit. Viewers are then given a

Photograph by Patrick Giblin

Pacific students listen to C-SPAN's Vanessa Bailey as she shows
campaign ads from the past century.

genuine opportunity to form
their own opinions of the
candidates.
C-SPAN, created in 1979
by president and CEO Brian
Lamb, seeks to educate citizens
on the workings of the United
States government. C-SPAN
focuses mostly on the U.S.
House
of
Representatives
bringing
"gavel-to-gavel"
coverage.
Unlike cable news outlets
CNN and Fox News, there is
no punditry, no editing, and
no bias. This allows viewers
to take in the entire story,
listening to a politician's entire
address.
"We strive to show the
entire speech," Patton said.
"It's in a completely non
partisan, completely neutral
way."

The Werner Family
Adapted from article in Pacific Digest
lanp I PP
p—TJ.—-

A Legacy of Service and Philanthropy

racipc Digest

Jean Werner's father always wished for his daughter
to go to Cal Berkeley, but Jean '47 had other plans in
mind, wanting to go where my friends were going."

went to Pac"lc> where she met her future
husband Homer '47. Three decades later, Jean and
Homer's son Steve'77, followed in his parents'footsteps
by attending Pacific, as did his three siblings. In 2007,
Steve's daughter Katie Werner, having grown-up in a
Tiger-crazed household, enrolled at Pacific, becoming

the 15th Werner family member to do so.
The Werner-at-Pacific legacy spans 95 years
and four generations.. Students may recognize
the name 'Werner" from the residence hall Casa
Werner, named after Gustav Werner, the first
family member to affiliate with the University.
Gustav, born in 1879, did not graduate from
Pacific, however he served as a political science
professor at College of the Pacific on both the San
Jose and Stockton campuses. His generosity led
to a naming opportunity for the building as well as
an endowed scholarship fund. For over 30 years,
Pacific students have benefited directly from the
funds donated by Gustav.
In more recent days, the Werner family
contributions are too numerous to mention in a
• Werner Family Graduates: Alice Bonham, 1913 COP; Merril A.
brief article. Some highlights include their service
Werner, 1934 COP; Harvey G. Werner, 1934 COP; Ellen A. Werner,
on countless leadership committees, donating
1 939 COP; Homer B.Werner, 1 947 COP; Jean M. Werner, 1 947 COP;
funds for the scoreboard on the Pacific tennis
Merril (Werner) Hambright, 1 969 & 1 971 COP & EDU; Jon B. Werner,
courts, establishing a second endowment for
1 970 COP; John S. Hambright, 1 971 PHS; Jeffrey R. Werner, 1973
student scholarships, and giving regularly to the
BUS; Steven G. Werner, 1977 BUS; Patricia (Werner) Kilpatrick, 1 978
Pacific Fund. It is not surprising that in 2005 the
BUS; Patrick Werner Hambright, 2000 & 2005 EDU; Kelson (Werner)
family received the Outstanding Family Award
Splavec, 2001 COP; Katie Werner, 201 1 EDU (not pictured).
from the Pacific Alumni Association.

"We serve as the fly on the
wall," added Bailey.
C-SPAN rotates its workers
in one week shifts. There are
two marketing directors and a
driver on each bus at any one
time.
It is unclear if C-SPAN will
return to Stockton before the
general election in November.
The tours are only planned
a couple months in advance.
After the election, however,
the Buses will be used on other
series put on by C-SPAN such
as an American Writers tour or
a state capital tour.
As for now, the workers at
C-SPAN will be watching the
presidential election intently,
recording history along the
way.
"Every day is a new
adventure," said Bailey.

PACIFIC

FUND

Support Hands-On Learning
Pacific's tradition of
academic excellence
is made possible by
the generous annual
support of many loyal
alumni, parents, and
friends. Gifts to the
Pacific Fund enhance
the University's repu
tation and provide a
vital source of funds
for undergraduate
scholarships, experi
ential learning, faculty
scholarship and re
search, and academic
innovation.
Contact:
Jim Dugoni '86
Director of the Pacific
Fund

209-946-2500

jdugoni@pacific.edu
www.pacific.edu/
pacificfund

1 GOAL IN
2007-08

$i,ooo,ooo;

Funds
Raised
as of
2/22/2008

$591,143
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Former FBI Agent
Visits Pacific
to Pacific was to
discuss leadership
skills
with
students in Pacific
Seminar II: The
Art and Science
of
Leadership,
taught by Dr.
Elizabeth Griego,
Vice
President
for Student Life.
Griego
met
Turchie when he
wofked with her
husband and they
have
remained
friends over the
years.
Despite the 8
a.m. visit, Turchie
was able to engage
the
class.
He
started off asking
for defining traits
Photograph courtesy of www.historypublishingco.com
of
good leaders,
Former FBI agent Terry Turchie spoke to a
and
emphasized
Pacific Seminar class last week.
the
importance
of having a vision
Nadia Mahallati
but maintaining ethics and
Editor-in-Chief
humility.
He commented, "Nobody
On Friday, February 22, has all the answers, but good
former FBI agent Terry Turchie leaders surround themselves
visited Pacific to speak about with good people," because
leadership skills. Turchie was "teams will always work better
a Deputy Assistant Director [than individuals]."
of
the
Counterterrorism
He
also
shared
his
Division for the Federal experience working on the
Bureau
of
Investigation. Unabomber case. When he first
Now, Turchie is the Director joined the team, Turchie read
for Counterintelligence and over the case files and decided
Counterterrorism
for
the he could-solve it even though
University of California - at the case had already been open
Lawrence Livermore National for 16 years. Once Kaczynski
Laboratory.
was caught, another member
Turchie is best known for on the team came up and said
leading the UNiversity and at first the whole team thought
Airline BOMber (UNABOM) he was "nuts" • for thinking
Federal Task Force that was the bomber could be found.
responsible
for
catching This
example
highlighted
Theodore Kaczynski in 1998, the importance of a leader's
after an 18 year search. He later optimism and vision.
directed the Southeast Bomb
Griego invited Turchie
Task force to catch the Olympic because he is "an active,
Park Bomber, Eric Robert brilliant, analytical, and outRudolph, who bombed not only of-the box thinker and leader,
the Adanta Olympic Park, but who formed very effective
several abortion clinics as well. and unconventional teams,
Turchie's experience solving approaching his investigations
difficult cases was the basis for in new ways that often
his recendy published book, challenged the establishment."
Hunting the American Terrorist: Griego has invited several
The FBI's War on Homegrown other leaders to speak to her
Terror, where he describes students. So far, University
the "lone wolf" theory of President DeRosa and a panel
terrorists.
of upper-class student leaders,
Although Turchie mosdy including Josh Foster, Kristina
speaks to groups about solving Juarez, and Amber Burnett
complex terrorist cases, his visit have also spoken to her class.

News
GREEN, continued from page 2
catde instead of feed lot cattle,
where cows are routinely given
steroids, hormones, and fed
diets to get them to gain weight
quickly.
"The changes to providing
more seasonal fresh fruit and
vegetables, fewer fried and
trans fat foods, and red meat
are to encourage healthier
eating habits for all of us,"
commented Griego.
Aside from committing to
localized food, there are other
exciting changes that Going
Green will bring. Bon Appetit
will purchase any food left over
fromtheweeklyFarmer'sMarket
on campus, and serve it in our
dining facilities. Information
about the local farmers who
produce specific fruits and
vegetables will be posted in
the University Center. And, if
plans for a Community-Garden
materialize, Bon Appetit will
assist by composting leftover
food from the dining facilities
tp use as fertilizer, so that
students can grow their own
food in the Community Garden.
In addition, more recyclable
containers will be used in place
of paper products. There is
also a plan to greatly expand

the hours of the University's
part-time nutritionist who
will advise students, including
athletes, on healthy eating.
Griego and Dr. Steve
Jacobson,
Assistant
Vice
President for Student Life, are
overseeing the Going Green
project, which is led by Bon
Appetit
general
manager
Sia Mohenzadagen and his
executive chef.

"Sia
Mohsenzadeg^
and the staff of Bon Ap^
are wonderful partners
Pacific," Griego
remarl^
"Their values reflect ours ^
the University's.
Togeth^
we're working to
provj^
for students the best eatj^
experience we can with healt^
environmentally-friendly f%c
and good information.'

SERVICE, continued
from page 2
grade school and high school School of Education provide
students, volunteering at the " regular tutoring sessions to
local homeless shelter and food local children. The CCI also
bank, and offering assistance holds the annual "Reach Out
to the many non-profit, Pacific" Day where students
church, and governmental volunteer their time to local
organizations that provide organizations through activities
services to veterans, minorities, such as shelter repainting and
youth, and the economically clothing drives.
These top
disadvantaged."
notch programs provided the
The University offers a wide foundation for Pacific's honor
range of service projects and roll nomination.
programs available to students
For information on the
on campus as a way of getting Corporation for National and
involved in the community. Community Service and the
The Center for Community President's Honor Roll: http: /
Involvement (CCI) and Benerd www.nationalservice.gov.

University of the Pacific
Thursday • March 6 • 4:00pm and 6:00pm
Grace Covell Hall - Tiger Lounge
Come discover why the Disney College
Program is an opportunity you just can't miss!
Are you a college student who is looking for:
w

paid internship opportunity that will stand out on a
resume?

A

w! A chance

to build your resume and gain real-world
experience with a world-renowned company?

» A custom-designed learning curriculum that could earn
you college credit?
s# An opportunity to meet people from around the world,
make lifelong friends, and have fun?
Can't make our presentation? View our online E-Presentation

disneycottegeprogram.com/epresentation
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Rock the Vote for
ASuop Elections
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The Pacifican staff meets every
Thursday at noon. Meetings are in
Knoles Hall, Room 212. Everyone is
invited. We want to hear from you!
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Decisions affecting the daily lives of Pacific students are made by members of Associated
Students of University of the Pacific (ASuop). In recent years, some changes in policy have
upset and overjoyed students across campus. For those who feel there is a huge disconnect
between the leaders and students on this campus, you should participate in a very significant
act of involvement: voting in the ASuop Elections.
From March 3rd to 6th, students will have the opportunity to vote for ASuop President
and Vice-President, along with senatorial candidates representing the different schools in
the University. It is vitally important that those students who are unsatisfied with current
campus policies vote, or even those who like the way things are going. Students have
complete access to voting online at asuop.pacific.edu during the scheduled four days next
week. It is very easy and simple to take five minutes out of a busy day, without even leaving
one's desk, to make a statement.
With that being said, students should not just vote at random or blindly follow close
friends who are running. To ensure an effective, honest, and fair election, students need to
do some research. A great way to start would be to look at pages 8 and 9 inside this week s
issue of The Pacifican. We have platforms for every team running for ASuop President
and Vice President, along with photos of the candidates and campaign statements. V e
encourage a thoroughly educated electorate.
Do not fall into a trap of words and empty promises thrown out by candidates w o
truly have no sense of what it takes to create change on this campus. The roles of ASuop
President and Vice-President should be filled by capable students who are willing and aide
to do what is necessary; these roles should not be symbolic positions of student power. T ae
students who fill these positions should be prepared to represent a student body with vastly
different beliefs and ideas.
There are many great candidates running this year, who would all contribute gready to the
University. This election has been more interesting and competitive than any years in recent
memory. For once the election Is not set in stone. We do not know who will win and it is
very likely the race will be neck and neck until the end. Because of this your voteis more
important than ever befgre. Read up on the candidates, learn about the different platforms
(yes, there are platforms), make a decision, and then vote for the best team.

Hats off to you!

Calling all
2008 Graduates!
Would you like to speak at
commencement?
Apply to be a Commencement Speaker by March 3,2008!
Visitwww.pacific.edu/x21596 and download an application!
Turn them back in to the Office of Student Life, Hand Hall, Suite 13b
or if you have any questions email Denia Andersen
dandersen@pacific.edu

Perspectives
Pacific Professor's Poetry Profiled
Thursday, Feb. 28, 2008

from her book, a poem called "The
Ideal
City." I chose this poem because
Poetry Columnist
I enjoyed reading it and because it is
It is both an honor and a pleasure a poem that I believe really gives the
to focus this week's article on a very reader a taste of her technical ability
accomplished poet and professor combined with reference to her life,
who teaches here at Pacific. Those the theme of the book, and her
of you who have had the pleasure art. The poem is in the beginning
of having a class taught by Camille of her book in a section consisting
Norton know that she is a pleasure of poems which were approached
to learn from in almost any teaching through or inspired by renaissance
context, but what you may not know works of art. In this section she said
is that Camille Norton recently had that by way of her thinking through
a book of poetry published. When art and history she was able to say
I went to interview Dr. Norton in very complex things. This poem
her office, I was greeted with a smile is a meditation on a perspective
from her and a sniff of interest drawing of a vacant piazza done by
from her sweet and friendly dog. an anonymous artist. Through her
She had given me the choice of what meditation on this piece she explores
poem the article would focus on and both the conceptual notions of Zen
I chose three, but for the purposes as well as her experiences spending
of this article I needed to choose time with Maurine Stuart, the Roshi
only one. The difficult selection who had been Norton's first Zen
process thereafter resulted in my master, when she was dying.
choosing "The Ideal City." Perhaps
before delving into the poem some
The Ideal City
portions of her interesting life
Anonymous, c. 1475, Tempera on
should be mentioned.
Panel,
Dr.
Camille
Norton
Calleria Nazionale Delle Marche,
was raised around Philadelphia.
Urbino
She had, what she called, a very
"unconventional" education: 10
for Maurine Stuart, Roshi (19221990>
years in parochial school followed by
a college education which eventually
After a long exile, the city of the
ended with a Bachelor's degree from
mind must look like this—
UMass Boston. She then got her
placid because uninterrupted by
Master's and Ph.D. at Harvard in
what happens next
English and American literature
and Language. I had inquired as to and therefore pleasing, pleasing and
empty.
whether she felt her Ph.D. education
really helped her with her poetry.
Here the light clicks across the
She responded, on the contrary,
white and gray
Carrara marble and pietra serena
that her Ph.D. "really put poetry on
the backburner." Dr. Norton wrote and
going nowhere, intending nothing.
studied poetry for many years, but six
It is beautiful. It is itself.
years ago she got serious about publishing
a book and worked hard on her manuscript,
Light then, light as it breezes
Corruption. She began writing poetry in
through
high school and was active in the Boston
vacant
piazzas
and quiet loggias,
poetry scene throughout her twenties,
winning the Grolier Prize in poetry when
light as it unravels,
she was still in college. But her work in
illuminating
interiors where no one
a Ph.D. program interfered with her life
lives
or
dies
or loses ground.
as a poet, though she edited a collection
of experimental writing by women
Light as a systematic display of single
during the same year that she finished
point perspective
her dissertation. She wrote Corruption
hastening
now
around the columns
between 2001 and 2003 and submitted it
of
the
rotunda
for publication in 2004, when it won the
National Poetry Series. It appeared late in
then slipping through a small red
2005, published by HarperCollins.
door
I asked Dr. Norton to talk a little
into the refuge of a stanza.
bit about one of my favorite poems

Jeff Morgan

All your life you thought of such a
room and then you found it.
When a woman starting up from
the sensible world
catches sight of beauty, she should
not look back
at all she used to love. Her body
moves
into a light so absolute it casts no
shadow.
Nobody here, nothing to do, you said in
your hospital bed.
Then you disappeared.
She begins the poem with a
reflection on the emptiness of the
scene. There is this inherent sense
of grief at the beginning of the
poem; a sort of lament of loneliness
invoked by words like "gray" and
"empty." Even the artist seems
absent from the scene in that we do
not know who it is. She accentuates
her exploration of the texture and
shape, the almost musical quality of
architecture, by allowing us to savor
her finely tuned rhythmic ear. We
can see this especially in the third
couplet where she starts with a line
of mainly monosyllabic words and
in the second line then presents
truly delicious and baroque Italian
words like "pietra serena." It is not
only the light and shadow that give
this' image of a perspective drawing
in our minds its third dimension, it is
the very rhythm of the description;
the sort of sonic texture of the line.
There is then a shift in scene to
a hospital room after the eighth
stanza. This shift works, it would
seem, because the imagery of
the empty piazza in not wholly
dissimilar to the sparseness of a
hospital room. The period at the
end of the final couplet of the
first scene indicates the ending of a
thought, but there is not a sense that
this reflection of the piazza should
be in any way disconnected from
the hospital room. Interestingly
enough, by the end of the poem I
had no longer felt the same sort of
grief. Perhaps I felt grief for the loss
of .a person as beautiful and strong
as Norton describes but there is a
shift in perception as well. In Zen
emptiness is not a wholly negative

concept. The dying master sA
"nobody here, nothing to do" and ft
does not feel as if that is a negaCvj
statement. There seems to be a sort
of paradoxical element to the poety
in that, amidst the loneliness of
first image there is always a light
that penetrates. Norton's repetition
of light images connects it to her
subsequent image where "Her body
moves/ into a light so absolute it
casts no shadow." That phrase has
more of a feeling of overcoming the
negative rather bat being tormented
by the bright emptiness of the Hist
scene.
When I asked Dr. Norton to
explain a bit about that part of
the poem she explained,, "in Zen
emptiness is very important. We're
always dancing with this duality
of material...it is both there and
gone." This concept ties into tie
central theme of the book arid
the title.
According to Norton,
"corruption" does not simply refer
to political corruption, but rather
the impermanence of everything
(even the body): "the book is about
the beauty and the sadness of that.
We pass through this existence and
it's exquisite and then we have to
let it go. We know this and this is
what we have to struggle with; it's
what makes us who we are." I was
impressed by Norton's ability, in her
writing, to make me think. There is
a sort of intelligence to the book
coupled with the aesthetic of it and
that is a powerful combination ir.
poetry.
Some Achievements Past and
Upcoming:
Her previous awards include the
Grolier Prize in Poetry, the Derek
Bok Award for Teaching, and the
Eberhardt Teacher-Scholar Award.
She is coeditor of Resurgent: Nfeu
Writing by Women-, her recent work
has appeared in Field: Contemporan
Poetry and Poetics, The Colorado Revieu.
Tiferet, Iris, Exphrasis, The White
Pelican Review, The Gail Scott Reader,
and How2, an online journal of
women and experimental writing.
Dr. Norton is almost finished
with her second book. She will
also be giving a reading March 7th
in Livermore for the "Wine and
Words" poetry series.

Perspectives
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That's What She Said...
How about thom §TO's ?

Nadia Mahalatti
Editor - in -Chief

Imagine this: just as
things are getting hot
and heavy with someone
new, you realize you know
nothing about their sexual
history. Questions
race
through your mind: how
many people have they had

sex with? Was a condom
always used? When was
the last time they were
tested? What were the
results?
Because many STDs
have no symptoms, it
is a very scary reality
that something could
unknowingly be passed
to you from vaginal,
anal, or oral sex with- a
new, or unfaithful, partner.
Regular testing is vital in
maintaining sexual health,
especially
since
several
STDs can be treated and
cured if detected early,
which can slow transmission
of the disease.
You
may
wonder
when is the right time to

ask someone if they have up within five minutes of
been recently tested? Right exchanging names. You will
before sex probably isn't the probably end up looking
best idea. Very rarely will like a creeper and possibly
someone answer "no," and offend the other person,
effectively ruin any chance which leads me to my next
of having sex. More likely is point.
it for a person to say there is
Why is asking a person
nothing to worry about. You if they've been tested such
may wonder if they told the a taboo? Generally, people
truth, but, in the heat of the with STDs are imagined to
moment, probably won't be dirty and promiscuous
press the issue. This can be with visible genital sores.
very dangerous and puts you However, this is far from
at a huge risk for contracting reality. There is no "type"
an STD.
of person who has an STD.
Asking before you get The Center for Disease
naked is definitely a better Control estimates that one in
strategy. But how early is three sexually active people
too early? Unless you are at over age 24 has contracted
a swinger's party, the subject an STD. It is hard to find
probably shouldn't come consistent figures
for the

average number of sexual
partners a college student
has had, but all studies
estimate more than three.
Statistically, you've had sex
with someone who once
had an STD.
Since you really can't
tell who has an STD, asking
shouldn't be offensive. Yet
as open as people have
become about their sexual
exploits, the subject of being
tested is still off-limits. This
doesn't mean you shouldn't
ask at all though! No matter
when you bring the subject
up, chances are it will be
awkward, but if you can't
handle talking about sex,
maybe you shouldn't be
having it.

FUNNY CLASS NOTES
Apathy at the polls
Matt Bradv
Humor Columnist

ASuop announced with benignant flair
that, consistent with the constitution of
that body and the bylaws of the university,
student body elections will be held next
week. Call your friends; it's going to be
a party!
Along with all the other hard decisions
students make on a daily basis (Should I
get up? Should I shower? Should I go
to class?), we will have to decide whether
or not to vote. This decision is, as Barack
Obama would say, momentous.
While other articles in this paper will
try to pull your collective minds back and forth like the sheets in the Clinton
bed, I want to raise a much more germane question: Should you vote?
This election has been about as close to entertaining as Amy Winehouse
is to sexy. The election has neither a juicy "February Surprise" nor a
salacious Vicki Iseman story. We don't have Obama Girl, native African
garb or drug dealing allegations. The closest we get to a YouTube debate is

the paper you now hold in your hands which, though sublime, falls short of
CNN's Anderson Cooper.
Then there is the question of whether you are smart enough to vote.
Sure, you are a student at a well-respected private school, but you don't
know what "benignant" means, though you have an inkling that it might
have something to do with L. Ron Hubbard.
And if you do know what "benignant" means, isn't it scary to think that
all those who don't will be deciding the election?
Despite the fact that the election is drier than a Mormon's liquor cabinet
and I feel as knowledgeable about the candidates as Jessica Simpson is about
the United Nations, I am still going to vote and irripress my dumb will on
the rest of you.
That's why you need to vote.
Idiots like me put the demon in "democracy." We mess up the outcome
for all you thinking members of society. We drag down the mean and give
you the candidate you don't want. People like me voted for "No Country
for Old Men" and against Sanjaya.
Well, maybe not "me." Heck, I think I'm right as roses. But if I told
you who I'm planning on voting for, I'd give you indigestion worse than
anything the dining hall ever threw together.
So go vote. It's the only benignant thing to do.

Elections March 3-6

Associated Students

niversity of the Pacific

Nicholas Grainger
and
Gerry Latasa
We are running because we believe in service to our community. We see a unique
opportunity to further our own leadership skills by serving as examples of respon
sible leadership for others.
Between the two of us our diversity in leadership experiences is vast. Gerry is
a brother in fheta Chi, and a leader in Phi Alpha Delta, and in Alpha Lambda
Delta. An active student leader here atPacific, Nicholas has served as an advocate
for students as a member, and sometimes chair, of countless committees, panels and
boards.
Both of us are Eagle Scouts and are in the inaugural cohort of the Civic Leader
ship Minor in COP, meaning we have spent time reading, writing, and discussing
what leadership is today in the social sectors.
If elected we would seek to share leadership with all Pacificans by strengthening student leaders. By investing in leadership development and experiential learning
we hope to develop ethical, effective leaders here at Pacific and beyond. Specifically this means strengthening current leadership development programs like Pass
port to Pacific and expanding leadership options and opportunities for student leaders. It also includes redeveloping the official resources offered by ASuop like The
Source and The Guide.

!exl

Marco Stefani and Jeff Surface
STEFANI - SQRFACE
THE RiGftTC

A. Establish and/or enhance student senates
in all schools at Pacific:
1. Stronger communication outlets for students.
2. Student senates effectively use budgets to
host events for their school.
3. ASuop is made better aware of student
concerns and interests.
B. Collaboration with Greek Life:
1. Establish a strong relationship with Greek
organizations to enhance to all-inclusive campus
events through collaboration.

2. Greeks can again become the "social
hosts" of Pacific.
3. Mutually beneficial — Greeks have
more chances to increase visibility, better
and well-attended events are created.
4. Help Greek promotion
4a. Greek visibility during New Student
Summer Orientation
4b. Possibly altering prospective student
tour routes to include Greek Houses.

practice their future careers while in school
2. Student senates will help identify the most
effective opportunities for each school's students.
3. ASuop will help establish relationships
with on-campus departments to accomplish this
goal.
Hypothetical Example: ESB marketing majors
and graphic design majors working alongside
the Admissions Office on new promotional
material.

C. Tiger Nights:
1. Collaborate with RHA and Greek
Life to create/enhance campus wide
events.
2. With stronger school senates, RHA,
and a unified Greek community, ASuop
will be able to focus attention and funding
on improving and enhancing Tiger Nights
while simultaneously increase the amount
of events offered to students.
3. 21+ events: we will push to create
21+ events to attract and include the
off- campus / north-campus community
students.

F. The Pacifican:
1. Support of the Pacifican and for mutual
respect between organizations.
2. Combine Prowl and Pacifican
2a. Unify on-campus publications/media
out-let.
2b. Combine the design expertise of the
Prowl together with the mass circulation and
readership of the Pacifican.
2c. Encourage an ASUOP section so that
we may post important information, budget deci
sions, etc. . .

D. Homecoming => TIGER FEST
(Working Title):
1. Bringing back SOCIAL TRADITIONS
to this campus => HOMECOMING!
2. Without the responsibility of hosting
numerous Tiger Nights
Night alone, ASuop
can focus attention on hosting TIGER
FEST (Homecoming event).
3. Could include: Tail gate parties before sporting
events, street parade: inviting businesses from
community to sell food, inviting local bands to
perform - allowing Pacific to build community
relationships
while hosting an event that is all-inclusive
of Pacific Students and ALUMNI, leading to an
INCREASE in NETWORKING and SPIRIT
within Pacific and the Stockton community.
E. Enhance experiential learning:
1. More opportunities for Pacific students to

G. Lobby Administration:
While making positive relationships with
the administration is always important, ASuop
always needs to know that it represents students
and their interests. That being said, we feel that
student interests are not being served in several
areas:
1. Tuition is on the never-ending rise
2. The announcement of mandatory meal
plans (even for those with kitchens)
3. Bon Appetite monopoly of on campus
food services
Let us stress that we understand that these
decisions are not under our direct control, however,
we would like to be your student leaders
who bring these ideas to the attention to the
proper authorities for you!
Please email your comments and questions
to m_stefani@pacific.edu or j_surface@pacific.edu
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Candidates are listed alphabetically by Presidential
candiates. Names are listed Presidential candidate, then
Vice-Presidential candidate. Information and pictures
provided are courtesy of the candidates. Platforms are
unedited and do not represent the ideas and opinions of
The Pacifican staff.

indo and Sophie Zumont
t:

..Jent & Vice President, Edwin Lindo &
rope to truly Connect Pacific through:

lability

extremely important to our community. We know that the
Administration would not hesitate to support such an
initiative to create more sustainable and healthy living on
campus. For example, having a more efficient recycling
system within the Pacific community would be a huge
change for the better. We plan to make sure it happens.

AUOP we will create a Book Swapping
. _-.derstand the financial difficulties many
Lr.en purchasing or selling back textbooks.
this program is for ASUOP to provide a
Jtknrs to be able to purchase textbooks at a
-cceive more when selling them back.

-Creating Attractive Job and Internship Opportunities

> Awareness and Involvement
promote school pride and involvement by
s of all events. The New University Center
the location where the majority of students
. relax, and socialize. Within the University
on panels will be available to promote all
|t being hosted by Pacific organizations, clubs,
ents (i.e. Pacific Baseball, and Greek Life),
ave a master calendar that will organize the
nts that will be hosted by students. Another
t many students that live off campus do not
[exposure to such events; we will have the
• posted on the ASUOP website to address
: a Green Campus
npus green is an initiative that we feel is

LINDO- ZUMOUT
• Tl x t BOOK AfPORDaBIU TV
9 MAKING A MORE SUSTAINABLE. Cample
» Programming AWARENS GS AND INVOI *TMEN!
• Crbatino Ai rRAcnvt Inilrnghip & Jos Opi
MM£MMK TO VOTt AT} ASUOT'.fACJTIC.EOlf
VOTING CLOSES AT 5 P.M. fWURSfMV, MAPCH 6

If elected into office it is our vision to make Pacific the
best place for every student. We have spoken with and
received support from many necessary administrators so
that the plans we present can become realities rather than
just leaving them as plans.

Patrick Walton and Phillip Bhahta

in Lindo and Sophie Zumont

»r in the School of
Ail-American lacrosse player in
P Studies
and high school before he came to
bed from a semester play lacrosse here at Pacific. We
• Florence, Italy. I believe that ASuop can improve
k ASuop last year as its relationship with students
fid have held other and the quality of campus life
ositions as a Pacific by creating General Assembly
I and a Resident meetings to hear and act on
f South/West Hall, what YOU have to say. We feel
i freshman in SIS that often the problem lies in
fitly returned from identifying an issue, and not
d in Buenos Aires, in solving it, and by bringing
le is the President students together we hope to
World and was an make ASuop an organization

-There is no doubt that Pacific produces very successful
Alum's and it is our vision to enhance our Alumni relations to
better serve the students. Many of these Alums would surely
want to interact with Pacific students, and a lot of them may
possibly be able to offer job or internship opportunities. We
plan to work closely with the Pacific Alumni Association and
the Career Resource Center to build a necessary relationship
between students and Alumni. It would benefit students to
have some kind of interaction with a professional who not
only is in the same field of work that they are interested in,
but also knowing that there is a connection of both being
part of the Pacific community.

that is more productive for
you all. We want to improve
scholarship
opportunities
for current and incoming
students and to create a
campus atmosphere that
emphasizes togetherness as
students and Pacific as our
University. We want to bring
student views to any and all
decisions made byASuop and
the Administration, because
Pacific is a business and we
the students are the primary
shareholders. We want to see
more traditions on campus
that are more fun and less
traditional, starting with a
weekend long celebration
every spring which centers
around the spring concert. By
bringing in groups from all
parts of campus we think we can
make Spring Weekend an event
that everyone looks forward to.
We can do these things with
your support! We are students
who are culturally diverse and
internationally exposed, and as
your ASuop President and VicePresident, we will make your
ideas our voice.

As University of the Pacific
students, we want to utilize
the leadership skills we have
learned throughout the years. As
members of various clubs and
organizations in high school, we
believe that we have obtained
the
necessary
leadership
abilities that are required to be
President and Vice President of
ASUOP. Collectively, we have
been officers of many clubs
and organizations, Associated
Student
Body
President,
Associated Student Body Vice
President along with being active
members in community service
clubs, an Eagle Scout,
varsity athletic captains as well as
being a member of the Executive
Committee of a Greek house.
Student involvement
throughout this campus is
lacking and we would like to

make students more involved
by combining athletics, Greek
life, student organizations and
academics. We would also like
to make this campus more green
by having a more prominent
recycling program throughout
the residence halls and campus,
We would like to integrate the
students in order to create a
stronger sense of school pride,
We would also like to leave
our mark on the university by
making necessary changes for
the students that need to be
addressed. We do not just want
to be your ASUOP officers; we
want to be your representatives,
We understand that our positions
are not for the betterment of
ourselves but the betterment
of something much larger,
the associated students of the
University of the Pacific,
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Lifestyles

Easy Food Tips for the Lazy College Student
It is a subtly known fact that most
college students are lazy. Walking to
the dining hall or the Summit is too
much of a workout, going out to eat
is too much of a workout for your
wallet, and you would much rather
stay in and finish that English essay
due the following morning.
The best idea would be to snack.
Flowever, there are many unhealthy
snacks and eating too many of them
could prevent you from finishing that
essay, much less get out of the chair.
There are healthy alternatives such as
fruits and vegetables. Do not be too
quick to underestimate the simple
pleasures of these organic snacks,
because some of them are pretty tasty
and can help develop a proper diet.
Sunsweet Ones, which are individually
packed prunes, come in seven-ounce
containers, and are both affordable
and taste unusually good.
If you are craving something

sweet and sugary, food companies
have come up with microwaveable
desserts, such as the infamous
Uncrustables from Smucker's or the
Warm Delights Cake Mix from Betty
Crocker.
If you have a refrigerator, frozen
food is one way to go. Obviously
they will not look as appetizing as
they do on the cover of the box,
but after getting all warmed up it
will taste as good as any restaurant
dish. For instance, the spinach and
artichoke purses by Archer Farms are
scrumptious and fun to eat, and Lean
Cuisine has introduced all new deli
style panini and flatbread melts.
Last but not least, check out the
new baked fruit chips from Flat Earth,
which come in flavors such as Apple
Cinnamon Grove, Peach Mango
Paradise, and Wild Berry Patch, which
can be a flavorsome and nourishing
substitute to the usual potato chips.

Bon Mua: Four Seasons
Pacific's Vietnamese Student Association
presents Annual Cultural Show

8

29

Vanishing
Birthdays
Seema Ghatnekar

Staff Writer
Leap years happen every four
years, and this year we have the
pleasure of gaining an extra day in
the month of February (February
29th), giving a total of 366 days.
So what comes with this extra
day? Every four years, there is the
presidential election, the Olympics,
24 extra hours, and the infamous
leap year birthdays. Since these
birthdays only come every four
years, what happens to people born
on the 29th? Is it a disadvantage to
have a birthday on a leap year?
Though it is discouraging that
the birthday cannot be celebrated
on the exact day every year, there
are other options. On one hand, you
can pretend that you are younger
than you really are. Or, you can

take the other option and choose
to celebrate your birthday on either
the 28th of February or the first of
March, or on both.
Pacific sophomore Olivia Riley
says, "When I was little, I would try
to convince my parents to celebrate
both days. I had a lot of sleepovers
where we would celebrate at
midnight in between, since that
was the closest time. The only
downside seems to be that people
thinks it's really funny to get you
little kid gifts... it loses its humor
after a while, but the people giving
the presents always seem to find it
funny."
Look at it on the bright side—
you have two days to celebrate your
birthday instead of just one. So
happy birthday to all of you born
on the 29th of February—you can
really celebrate it this year!

Vivian Lee

Lifestyles Editor
Last Friday, February 22, Pacific's
Vietnamese Student Association (VSA)
hosted their annual cultural show in the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. This year,
the VSA celebrated the beauty and
splendor of the Vietnamese heritage
and culture of the new year of the Rat
by presenting the four different seasons
of a year, or "bon mua" in Vietnamese.
According to the masters of
ceremonies (MCs) of the night, Lien
Le, Jacky Phan, Minhhieu Phamvu, and
Huy Steve Cao, the Vietnamese yep:
usually consists of two seasons, but the
show blended both the Vietnamese and
American cultural seasons to provide an
entertaining and appealing show for all.
After an introduction of the
American and Vietnamese National
Anthem by several members of the
association, an exciting lion dance
performed by the Stockton Tuoi Tre
Lion Dance Group started off the
festivities with a bang.
In the first half of the show, a
traditional fan dance was performed
by the Hung Vuong Vietnamese
School, female members presented an
Ao Dai fashion show, and two songs
representing the spring season were

performed. There was also an interesting
date auction, another traditional dance
performed by the Co Non Dance group,
and three different Vietnamese songs
that represented the summer season.
The second half of the show
brought more upbeat and energetic
presentations, such as the martial arts/
tae-kwon-do demonstrations by Richard
To, Tuong Nguyen, and Tu Tran and
the hip hop dance show by the Rhythm
Inc. dance crew. The fall season also
included performances of a duet and
the traditional flowers and ribbon dance
by female club members. The winter
season wrapped up the show with two
songs and a traditional dance by Bear
Creek High School.
The VSA encourages students
and others to enhance their cultural
awareness and appreciation of the
Vietnamese culture and as well as other
cultures as well around the Stockton
community.
Meetings
are
every
other
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. in the Redwood
Room unless noted otherwise. VSA
will be participating in the Chinese
& Vietnamese New Year Parade in
Downtown Stockton on Saturday,
March 1, 2008. For more information,
contact uopvsa6@yahoo.com or join
the Pacific VSA Facebook group.

iifestyles.thepacifican.com

Recommendations of the Week

Providing you with arts & entertainment to check out
Movie:

Be Kind, Rewind.
Two men set out to remake unintentionally demagnetized
films from a friend's video store in order to appease the
store's biggest customer, an aging woman afflicted with
dementia.
Starring Jack Black and Mos Def.
Rated PG-13.101 min. Now playing at local theatres.
TV Show:

Breaking Bad.
Drama focused on a high school chemistry teacher who
becomes a drug dealer after he discovers he has lung
cancer
AMC at Sunday 10:00 p.m. (60 min.)
Photograph courtesy of Jonahthan Chen

Music:

"Into the Night," Santana feat. Chad Kroeger
"Realize," Colbie Caillat
"Any Way You Want It," Journey

Rotaract Club Members volunteered their time at the Stockton Homeless Shelter.

Club Profile: Rotaract

Books:

Vivian Lee
Lifestyles Editor
Rotaract, which stands for "Rotary in Action," offers men and women ages 18 to 30
with a way to interact with other peers who are passionate about serving their community
locally and internationally, through several special youth and educational opportunities, such
as ambassadorial scholarships and overseas youth exchanges.
As a brand new club on campus, Rotaract has already attracted a small but strongly
dedicated group of members. Last weekend, club members, or Rotaractors, volunteered their
time at the Stockton Homeless Shelter.
The club has three main focuses: professional development, leadership development,
and service projects. Rotaract works in conjunction with Pacific's Center for Community
Involvement (CCI) to provide upcoming community service and leadership events.
This year marks the 40th year of Rotaract, a college-level service organization sponsored
by Rotary International, one of the oldest service organizations worldwide. Today there are
more than 7,000 Rotary-sponsored Rotaract clubs in 156 countries around the world, with
over 100,000 members.
The club meets in Knoles Hall, room 210, every other Thursday during Pacific Hour
(12:00 to 1:00). For more information about the on-campus Rotaract club or about Rotaract
in general, contact Rotaract Club president Alexander Tu at a_tu@pacific.edu and/or the
Rotary website, www.rotary.org.

In Defense Of Food, by Michael Pollan
Nonflction, Proposes an alternative way of eating real,
organically grown, unprocessed foods. Sequel to The
Omnivore's Dilemma.
mmmmm
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Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each 3 by 3 block contain all of the digits 1 through 9.
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Nena's Restaurant

Wholesome and authentic like home
Camille Brockett

Staff Writer
Many southern Californians
are familiar with Mexican food.
My roommate and I, both from
down south, were craving that
authentic taste that goes beyond
the average burrito.
Nena's Restaurant does just
that. The restaurant is located
on 1064 Waterloo Rd, in a
somewhat residential area. It is a
small journey from campus, but
it is well worth the trip.
Upon entering Nena's, it
feels as if you have crossed
the border. The genuine
Mexican decorations add to the
experience—there are murals

on the walls, sombreros, a
waterfall, and even live Mariachi
performers who will serenade
you as you eat.
The
entire
menu
is
reasonably priced, around $8 or
less for a meal, with the exception
of special pricy seafood meals.
When you are seated, you are
given complimentary chips and
salsa, which are excellent. The
handmade tortillas that came
with the meals with rice and
meals were tasty as well.
I ordered a torta, which is
basically a burrito with a bun,
with came asada meat, beans,
lettuce, onions, and tomato
served on thick sub-style bread.
Came asada is not the usual diced

steak, but served as one long,
thin piece. Overall, my torta was
excellent, and served steaming
hot right off the grill made it
taste even better. I enjoyed the
horchata, the Mexican rice drink.
It is similar to milk, but with no
dairy products.
My roommate ordered a
hardshell taco, which looked like
no other taco we had seen before.
The shell was thick and fried like
a chimichanga shell. In addition,
she had a cheese enchilada with
generous portions of beans and
rice.
Overall the trip out to Nena's
was well worth it. Decently
priced food with an interesting
atmosphere.

Offering a Wilderness Experience
for lessPinecrest Lake
Lindsev Ball

Staff Writer
With
the
passing of
winter, spring brings fun-filled
adventures and explorations.
A Pacific student can be
surfing at the beach, shopping
in the city, relaxing at a lake, or
skiing in the mountains all within
an hour and a half drive.
It is time to take these
vacation opportunities for a spin
over the weekend.
Pinecrest Lake, in particular,
is well known for its great
winter time activities that range
from sledding to snowboarding.
However, the time of year is
coming around when everyone
trades in their snowboards for
boogie boards and their hot
chocolate in a cozy cabin for a
hot dog fresh off the barbecue.
From my years of going
to Pinecrest with family and
friends, it has never been a
disappointment with good old
Californian fun at the lake
Spring and summer time

activities consist of boating,
kayaking, fishing or just going
for a swim.
For those of you not in
the mood for a splash, hiking
around the lake is a great way to
exercise off that burger and get
an amazing view of the lake and
the mountains.
If anyone is interested in
going horseback riding for very
reasonable rates, the Aspen
Meadow Pack Station is nearby.
Kennedy
Meadows
is
scheduled to be opened this
season after a unfortunate
N
building fire.
Bike rentals are available at
the Pinecrest hub, for those of
you who do not want to bring
your own.
Pinecrest will make a
great day trip but for those
of you seeking over night
accommodations, Pinecrest Lake
Resort is a AAA certified motel,
cabin and townhouse leaser.
Pinecrest Lake Resort gives
an awesome deal during the spring
and summer months, excluding

May, offering townhouses that
sleep eight people for only $125
to $190 a night.
The motels sleep four people
and can be snatched for only $75
on weeknights. Cabins are also
available for around the same
price as the townhouses.
For reservation, please call
the resort at (209) 965-3411. In
addition to cabins and hotels,
there are several properly
maintained campgrounds for
those of you not afraid to take
on the wilderness.
Pinecrest Lake Resort also
operates the marina on the lake
where anyone can rent kayaks,
party boats, motor boats and
docks for private boats.
They even offer an evening
special on kayaks between 4 and
7:45 p.m. for just $15. For any
questions on pricing, please call
the marina at (209) 965-3333.
To get to Pinecrest from
Stockton, just take 1-5 South to
120 East and stay on 120 until it
turns into 108. The approximate
time is about an hour and a half.

Vivian Lee

Lifestyles Editor
Pacific has its hands full this year with
a great turnout for their annual music
competition, Pacific Idol. This year, 16
•contestants competed in the first round,
singing 30 second a cappella versions of
selected songs.
Based upon the judges' votes, the top
six contestants moved on to the final night,
which will take place on March 4 at Raymond
Great Hall.
Contestants were judged on vocal ability,
stage presence, and general performance. The
judges for the first round were Breanne Scogin,
Assistant Director for Greek Leadership and
Chapter Standards; Jenn Mazzotta, Assistant
Director of Programing; and Joshua Foster,
ASuop President.
A "Most Entertaining" contestant was
selected from audience response. This
contestant was also invited to perform at
the final show, . bringing the number of
performers to seven. However, the "most
entertaining" contestant is kept a secret
and will be announced at the finale of first
performances at the final show.
At the final judging, all seven performers
will sing a song of their choice with music
that they provide themselves. Once again,
they will be judged on the same categories
as the first round. After everyone gives their
semi-final performance, the top three will be
selected to perform once more that evening
for the tide of Pacific Idol 2008.
The winner of Pacific Idol will receive
$200 and the "Most Entertaining" contestant
will receive $50. The three judges for the final
evening are to be announced.
The full list of contestants is as follows:
Joshua Chipponeri
Jorena de Pedro
Kennedy Fan
Matthew Hachenberger**
Miguel Hernandez
Yunji Kim Johanning**
Jessica Kawilarang
Ian Keighley**
Michael Ku
Derry Moten
Kateryna Nezhura**
Eric Pace**
Bradley Roan**
Amelia Roberts
Jason Titus**
Evelyn Zucker
** -Denotes performers on the final night,
March 4

Information courtesy of Joshua Tepps,
RHA Graduate Advisor
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IFC Recruitment
Gets a Facelift
Nathan Wenger
Staff Writer

Pacific's Inter Fraternal
Council
(IFC)
recently
completed another successful
formal spring recruitment. Due
to dissatisfaction expressed
regarding
previous
years'
recruitment programs, last
year's IFC Vice President of
Recruitment, Eric Rowland,
redesigned the program to
ensure all houses had fair and
equal opportunities to recruit
new members.
53 people sign op for the
week-long recruitment process,
which took place at the end
of January, and 36 of those
recruits signed bids at the end
of the week. 15 people signed
bids from Pi Kappa Alpha, 13
from Sigma Chi, 5 from Theta
Chi, and 3 from Delta Upsilon.
Some of those who signed up
were ineligible to receive bids
at the end of the week because
they missed one of the many
mandatory events, such as
open house tours.

ASuop: Talib Kweli!

IFC kept a close eye on
each of the houses during
recruitment week, making
sure no infractions occurred
that would result in one house
having an advantage over the
others. Men who were nonmembers of the Greek houses
were not allowed to visit the
houses for the duration of the
week.
No women other than the
house Dream Girl, caterers,
and University personnel were
to be present during any of
the formal rush events. Formal
recruitment was a dry week for
all the houses, meaning alcohol
was prohibited at all events
including bid day.
Although this semester's
recruitment
program
was
successful on most accounts,
IFC recogni2es that there is
always room for improvement.
This semester's IFC Vice
President of
Recruitment,
Balijinder Gill, plans to have a
new formal spring recruitment
proposal finalized by the end of
this semester. Gill will oversee
next
spring's
recruitment
process.

Reach Out Groups Competition
The Reach Out program at the Center for Community Involvement
sponsors a competition among the student groups and their volunteers
designed to recognize the outstanding commitment of clubs and organizations
to our Stockton community. In general Reach Out provides students, faculty,
and staff at the University of the Pacific with opportunities to contribute to
the Stockton community through service and volunteer work.
The Reach Out Groups Competition allows any University recognized
student organization a chance to be acknowledged for their hard work. Through
celebrating the accomplishments of these groups as a whole, we hope to bring
awareness to the impact that service and volunteer work can have not only on
members of the Stockton community, but upon those volunteering as well.
Two awards will be given: one for the organization that completes the
highest number of service hours, a second for the organization that has the
highest average of service hours per member. These groups will be recognized,
along with individuals showcasing their work within Stockton, at the Reach
Out Volunteer Celebration, held May 1 at 7:00 p.m. in Grace Covell Hall. This
challenge is a great opportunity for those who have put forth their effort and
time volunteering and we highly encourage everyone to log their hours online
at www.pacific.edu/reachout.
Below, you will find the current standings of the top five organizations
as of 28 February 2008 and the hours of service they have completed. Good
luck t<5 all!

Organization
Alpha Phi Omega
Omega Delta Phi
Sigma Alpha Iota
TriBeta
Kappa Alpha Theta

Hours

691:16
348:00
234:30
77:16
40:30

Oh Hey Tigers,
Get excited about the Talib Kweli
concert! Righteous Movement is the
opening act so this is sure to be an
awesome performance. The concert will
be on March 28 in the charming Faye
Spanos concert hall, sponsored by ASuop
and 209Vibe. But that's not all...
Good news!
ASuop is offering
students a pre-sale for the Talib Kweli
concert! Thanks to the sexy folks at Arts
&Entertainment, until March 3, tickets
will be available exclusively to Pacific
students before opening sales to the
entire community. Tickets are only $12.
Come buy yours in ASuop today!
Your
Friendly
Neighborhood
Communications Executive,
Giovanna Arieta
Photograph courtesy of www.montrealmirror.com
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The "TigerX" BINGO Tour starts next Monday, 3/3/08
and will end 4/30/08. For this event, participants
will get a bingo card filled with classes for them to
"blackout" by participating. After class is over, TigerX
instructors will sign presented cards over the square
of the class just took.
Participants are able to have one "free" space.
Completed cards will be entered to win an IPQD

Come join me
TigerX leans for
a B1NG0 tour!!!
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Upcoming Events
Thursday. February 28

Women's basketball
vs. UC Davie
4:00 p.m.

Men s basketball
vs. UC Davis
7:00 p.m.
(Last home game)

baseball
vs; BYU
6:00 p.m.

Women's Water Polo
vs. Long Beach State
5:00 p.m.

Friday. February 29
baseball
vs. Washginton
6:00 p.m.

Wednesday. March 5
Softball
vs. Boston College
2:00 p.m.

Sunday. March 2nd

Saturday. March 1
-

baseball
vs. Washington
2:00 p.m.

Tuesday. March 4

|i

baseball
vs. Washington
12:00 p.m.
, 1 x ||| \-C||||l y\ >
Women's Water Polo
vs. UC Irvine
1:00 p.m.

/v

gV ..

baseball
vs. BYU
6:00 p.m.
v
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IT'S A NEW MINDSET AND A NEW MISSION.
ITS A HIGHER PAYCHECK AND A HIGHER CALLING.
IT'S THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE AND THE ULTIMATE REWARD.
foltt Map* ion ffefamsmi tfw tuts*#City of Oakland
m 0m quest to make Oakland safer by sipificantly increasing
our poSee force. Among the $mt tgencles in California, the
Oakland Wit# Department is primed for your advancement
With opportunities ranging from Problem Solving Officers
to K-f, S.WAT, and ffelcopier patrol, every day Is fresh and
«xcl8ng. And fustic# pays, Starting salary is among the highest
In the state ~ nearlySfok # generous benefits, including a
compressed work schedule with ad three-day weekends a
year. What*s more, we pay you to train.
Contact as today to lake your first step towards a rewarding
caret* In law enforcement serving a dynamiccity on the move.

Step by our booth at the
MOP Caret* Fair
m Marts 6th
for mom Information.
We look forward to meeting you.

Reserve your exam slot in advance: 1-888-0PD-J0BS or learn more at OPDJOBS

sports.thepacifican.com

INDOOR SOCCER POWER RANKINGS
WEEK 3
Women's
. 1(1) Just Kickin' It- The most well practiced team in soccer
2(2) Dawn Patrol- The Hawaiians are almost unbeatable when at full

Rnk(Pr\- Rnk)

Men's A

strength
3(3) All Stars & Crescent- Tri Delt has stormed the RecSports scene this

eigues
.
, • c
2(3) 26" Rims- Pike continues to struggle against their fraternity toes

semester
4(6) Delta Gamma- DG responds to the call out from Week 1
5(4) Theta- A late season surge could land these chicas in the playoffs
6(5) Alpha Phi- Injuries have led to the demise of A Phi

l^Delta 9- Sigma Chi is closing in on a sweep of the men's competitive

3(2) Kappa Psi- Nakahara is begging for help
4(4) The Minutemen- Not much progress has been made

Co-Rec A

Men's B
1(2) Kind've a Big Deal- No one can question their intensity
2(3) Old is the New Young- A versatile team that has all the intangibles
3(1) Kings of Mediocrity- Lack of consistent offense plagues this
team
4(4) The Knights- A playoff birth should be considered a successful
season
5(5) Pound It- Pike continues the downward spiral

1(4) Dain Bramage- Westerhoff severely underestimated her roster
quality
2(2) Old is the New Young- McSweeney needs to learn that size isn't
everything
3(1) Kappa Psi- You lost to Townzen?!?
4(3) The Clap- The only thing that avoids this team are goals
5(5) Untitled- We'll leave it at that
6(6) Globetrotters- Team's troubles continue to build

Men's C
1(1) Civil Engineers- They seem to be "engineering" a good season
2(5)
Sala
KutaWhat
does
that
mean
anyway?
3(3) Townhouses- Maybe the townies of Stockton would perform better
4(2) Shredder & the Foot Clan- Thwarted by the Ninja Turtles?
5(7) Bulldogs- Team has a lot-to improve
6(6) Blame Canada- Blame Pike
7(4) Why God Why?- These guys are great
8(8) Super Shockers- Is there a Men's D??

Co-Rec C
1 (1) Phi Delta Chi- Pharmacy FTW!
2(2)
Nalu
Shredders
-Hawaiian's
are
everywhere!
3(5) Team Goshima - Let's see how they hold up against real competition
4(4) TBA- To be forgotten
5(3) Mixmatched- It's time that Irene plays up to her potential
6(6) BBW- What does that mean anyway?
7(7) Banana Boat- Team name is the highlight of the season

INDOOR VOLLEYBALL POWER RANKINGS
WEEKS
Rnk(Prv Rnk)

Men's A
1(1) Set it & Forget it-Sigma Chi is bringin' the noise
2(2) Kappa Psi-Very versatile team with great setting and strong
defense
3(3) Just a Bit Rusty-Watson is a 1-man show
4(5) Josh Foster's Flowing Locks- Team will likely find itself as the 4th
playoff seed
5(4) Kanes-The Hawaiians can't seem to break into the win column

Men's C
1(2) Bulldogs - 2 hard fought victories has these guys on top
2(3) Corn Diggity Dog- Scooter Bloom.. .The X Factor
3(2) Chicken McFlurry's- Sigma Chi has a inner-house rivalry brewing
4(1) Do U Wanna B on Top?-Stanson went from first to worst

Women's A
1(1) iHop-Kimmai eats, breathes, and sleeps volleyball
2(3) Theta-A surprising undefeated season may not last too much
longer
3(2) All Stars & Crescent- Tri Delta is full of excuses for why they can't
play
4(4) '09ers- It's not going to get any easier

Women's C
1(1) Alpha Phi- APhi is just breakin' teams off
2(3) All Stars & Crescent- Tri Delt has won a combined 1 game between

both its teams
3(2) Theta- 3 games in the next 8 days will make or break Theta

Co-RecA
1(1) We're Missing Good TV Shows for This- Team is very tough but
maybe a litde overconfident
2(2) Always HI- My pick to win it all
3(3) Team Credible-Birmingham is on a mission this season
4(4) Old is the New Young- Team consistently struggles with its
organization and scheduling
5(5) Team DUHl-Unlikely that the team will win a game

Co-Rec C

1(1) Who Gives a Shitake- Only Justin Bobby stands in the way o an

undefeated season
. .
2(6) Phi Delta Chi- Has taken advantage of some weaker competition
3(3) Team Ultimate- Gilmore & Saavedra give this team instant
credibility
•
4(5) Molly Whoppers- A quality team that, fights to the end
5(3) Justin Bobby-The addition of Costello & Weir could have
championship implications
6(10) Delta Sigma Pi- Team must win its final game to lock up a playo
birth
7(2) Hawaiian Style- Team that has underachieved all season
8(8) Spikers- A lot of energy and team spirit just isn't enough
9 (7) SDUB GLLC- Their trying season is finally coming to a close
10(9) Alpha Phi Omega- It's a good thing this team doesn't take itse
too seriously

SEASON 4 ENTRIES OPEN UP ON MONDAY, MARCH 3. SIGN UP FOR FLAG FOOTBALL AND 5v5
RASKETBALL LEAGUES!!

Sports
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Athlete Profile:
Jessica Safir

Rachel Freeman
Staff Writer
The Women's Water
Polo season has just gotten
underway and Pacific has
already found
success
in the pool. One of the
reasons for Pacific's success
is sophomore Jessica Safir.
Safir has been swimming
since she was six years old
and has been playing water
polo since her freshman
year of high school. Safir
became a driver, which she
said "if compared to soccer,

it's the offensive
player who tries
to score, and then
when the ball
switches teams,
we go back and
play defense."
Safir is also
the sprinter which
is
"designated
for the fastest
swimmer
on
the team. At the
beginning
of
each quarter, two
players, one from
each team, sprint to get
the ball," she said. It is an
important role and one that
Safir loves. However, she
said she considers herself
"more of a defensive player"
and feels that is where she
contributes the most.
Based on Pacific's
success, it seems Safir is
contributing all over the
pool. In their first
eight
games, through February 17,
Safir has played in all eight
games and scored four goals.
Last season Safir competed

in all 30 games and scored
five goals on the season. She
already seems to be on pace
to break her freshman goals
total.
The Women's Water
Polo team plays in the tough
Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation with teams such
as Stanford, Cal, UCLA,
USC, Irvine and Long
Beach State. However, Safir
said her team "loves playing
against competitive teams. It
makes us so much better."
She added that "I can already
see we are doing a lot better
than we did last year, and
next year will be even better
for us." Next year the Big
West Conference is creating
a league for women's water
polo, which Pacific will join.
This season is still
young and Safir said her
team keeps their focus on
competing this season. "We
have nine freshmen this year
and all have contributed and
stepped up and done really
well. Our seniors are doing
a really good job keeping

everyone motivated."
Safir does not seem
to need a lot of motivation.
Not only is she a member
of the water polo team,
but she is also a member
of the Alpha Phi sorority, a
communication major and a
business management minor.
Yet she said she would not
have it any other way. "I do
best when I have.a lot on my
plate. It really helps with my
time management and I love
having a team that is always

there for me."
Safir and tine rest0[
the Women's Water Polo
be playing their next horue
game's on Saturday, Mat^
1 against Long BeacFi Statj
and on Sunday, March i
against UC Irvine.
Safo
added that "those shiou].
be good games because they
[Long Beach and Irvine] will
be in Big West next year
so we hope to step up out
game and do really well.'

Photographs courtesy of Jessica Safir

Wednesday February 20
Men's basketball
vs. UCSB
L, 60-53
Thursday. February 21
Women's BasketbaA
vs. USCSB
L, 62-51
Friday. February 22
Baseball
vs. Houston
L, 3-1
Softball
vs. Oklahoma
L, 14-5

vs. LSU
L, 2-1

Scoreboard

Men's Volleyball
vs. Hawaii
L, 3-1
Saturday. February 23
Men's Basketball
•
vs. San Jose State
W, 84-75
Women's Basketball
vs. Cal Poly
W, 75-69 (OT)
Baseball
vs. Houston
W, 4-3

Softball
vs. Fordham
W, 6-5
vs. Florida Atlantic
W, 13-0 (5)
Women's Tennis
vs. Cal State Northridge
L, 4-3
Women's Water Polo
vs. Cal State East Bay
L, 12-7

Sunday. February 24
Baseball
vs. Houston
L, 10-9

Softball
vs. Oregon
L, 10-0 (5)
Women's Water Polo
vs. Cal Lutheran
W, 14-11
Men's Tennis
vs. Sacramento State
L, 4-3
Women's Water Polo
vs. Sonoma State
L, 11-10
Monday. February 25
Men's Volleyball
vs. Hawaii
L, 3-1

